ABSTRACT Traditional base station antenna measurement methods conducted with professional worker climbing towers tend to raise safety and inefficiency concerns in practical application. Designed to address the above problems, this paper proposes an intelligent and fully automatic antenna measurement unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) system for mobile communication base station. Firstly, an antenna database, containing 19,715 images, named UAV-Antenna is constructed by image capturing with the help of UAVs flying around various base stations. Secondly, Mask R-CNN is adopted to train an optimal instance segmentation model on UAV-Antenna. Then, pixel coordinates and threshold are utilized for measuring antenna quantity and separate all antenna data for further measuring. Finally, a least squares method is employed for measuring antenna parameters. Experimental results show that the proposed method can not only satisfy the industry application standards, but also guarantee safety of labors and efficiency of performance.
guarantee the timeliness of data and the safety of professional workers.
Thus, out of the concerns mentioned above, traditional antenna measurement method gradually loses people's preference. With growing attention on safety issue, some researches have proposed multiple methods to measure antennas [1] , [2] . Geise et al. [1] introduced a portable near-field antenna measurement system that could accurately measure the position and orientation of the probe antenna during the near-field scan by 6D laser tracking system. Garcia-Fernandez et al. [2] developed an unmanned aerial system for antenna measurements that used a real-time dynamics meter and a laser altimeter to geographic matching the measurements on centimeter level. What mentioned above are state-of-the-art methods in antenna parameter measure-ment. However, they all share the same features as strict hardware requirements and high capital consumption, which makes them difficult to apply in practice. This paper presented an automatic antenna parameters measurement method based on deep learning, which consumes little, engages with low hardware requirements and suits for popularization and its performance surpasses all other state-of-the-art methods. The flow chart of proposed method can be referred to Figure 1 .
Deep learning method was proposed by Hinton in 2006, and has gradually received attention in massive information processing, image feature extraction and prediction modeling [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It is essentially an unsupervised layer-by-layer training method, which uses unlabeled samples for pre-learning, corrects and learns the discriminated features through a small number of labeled samples that has achieved amazing performance in object detection, segmentation and recognition.
What surprised us is that Mask R-CNN proposed by He et al. [32] combined object detection and semantic segmentation, and suggested efficient instance segmentation. Inspired by the above advancement, this paper presented a mobile communication base station antenna measuring method by using UAV. To begin with, an antenna database named UAV-Antenna is established with 19,715 communication base station images. Secondly, Mask R-CNN is adopted to train the training set of UAV-Antenna to obtain an optimal instance segmentation model. The testing results of this optimal model are shown in Figure 2 (better viewed in color), where (a)∼(c) are the original antenna images and (d)∼(f) are the segmented antenna images. Then, pixel coordinates and threshold are utilized for measuring antenna quantity and separate all antenna data for further measuring. Finally, a least squares method is employed for measuring antenna parameters. Our major contributions can be summarized as follows:
(i). A method named mobile communication base station antenna measurement using UAVs has been proposed that is faster and safer than the previous state-of-theart and can address the problems of inefficiency and randomness in traditional methods. (ii). The core of proposed method combines Mask R-CNN, Least Square, frame sequence analysis with UAV to achieve pixel-level antenna parameters automatic measurement of mobile communication base station. (iii). To meet industry standards and achieve high detection accuracy and fitting accuracy, an antenna database containing 19715 images named UAV-Antenna has been constructed by image capturing with UAVs flying around various base stations. These images consist of a training set of 19496 unlabeled images and a testing set of 219 labeled images. (iv). Experiments include time, detection and fitting accuracy analysis on models with varying parameters setting, and UAV-Antenna database is tested with several architectures in terms of YOLOv3, Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN.
II. RELATED WORKS
UAVs are unmanned aerial vehicles operated by radio remote control equipment and self-contained program control devices. In recent years, industries in mounting number begin to utilize UAVs instead of traditional labors. For instance, agriculture uses UAVs for fertilization, industry for inspections, and the film and television industry for aerial photography, special effects and so forth. Shakhatreh et al. [8] introduced the capability of using small low cost UAV system to measure and diagnose field antennas. Shahzad et al. [9] conducted a survey on the civilian application of UAV and the challenges that human is facing. Nonetheless, in the measurement of mobile communication base station antennas, the use of only UAVs may immensely increase the hardware cost and the flying time of UAVs may be greatly shortened with their ascending weight. Therefore, introducing machine vision with the assistance of UAV to measure antenna parameters becomes the optimal solution.
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Object detection is one of the core issues in the field of computer vision that has received extensive attention in many fields such as industry, agriculture, and manufacturing [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Girshick [15] certified a region-based fast convolutional network object detection method, with the use of a deep convolution network to effectively classify object candidate regions. Liu et al. [16] validated a method for detecting objects in an image using a single deep neural network, which discretizes the output space of bounding box into a set of default boxes, each of which has different scales and proportions. When forecasting, the network generates a score for each object category in each default box and adjusts the box to better match object shape. Redmon et al. [17] originated a method of object detection, shifting the perspective from the problem of object detection to the problem of spatially separated bounding box and related class probability regression. Ren et al. [18] introduced a more advanced object detection network that relies on a candidate region algorithm to assume an object location. Region Proposal Network (RPN) also is presented, which shares a full image convolution features with the detection network to generate nearly free candidate regions. However, object detection can only detect antenna but cannot measure antenna parameters. Consequently, it is hoped that the relationship between pixel and antenna parameters can be favorably identified via introducing semantic segmentation.
Semantic segmentation is a pixel-level classification of the target images. It has been widely applied in the fields of geographic information systems, unmanned vehicle driving, medical image analysis, and robotics [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Chen et al. [24] introduced a model for improving segmentation results by adding a simple and efficient decoder module that applies depth separable convolution to spatial pyramid pools and decoder modules so as to form faster and stronger encoder-decoder network. Wang et al. [25] raised a method to improve pixel-level semantic segmentation by manipulating convolution-related operations. This method creates a dense up-sampling convolution to generate pixel-level predictions, which captures and decodes more detailed information that is usually omitted in bilinear up-sampling. Moreover, a hybrid expansion convolutional framework is proposed at the coding stage. The receiving domain of the network is expanded to aggregate global information. Chen et al. [26] suggested the use of convolution of upsampling filters to achieve dense prediction tasks, and a shrinking spatial pyramid pool for robust segmentation of objects on multiple scales. Long et al. [27] proposed a method to establish a full convolutional network, which inputs objects of any size and outputs a correspondingly sized outcome by effective reasoning learning. Furthermore, it transforms the widely used classification network (AlexNet, VGG net, and GoogLeNet) into a full convolutional network, and continues defining a mobile framework that will combines semantic information from deep layers with appearance information from shallow layers to produce accurate and detailed segmentation. After semantic segmentation, the relationship between antenna parameters and pixel points can be easily acknowledged. As for the specific parameter value of antenna, linear fitting method is utilized to quantize antenna parameters which can readily address this problem.
Linear fitting refers to the functional relationship between a continuous curve and a coordinate represented by a discrete set of points on a same plane. More broadly, the corresponding problem in space or high-dimensional space also falls into this category. In the process of numerical analysis, linear fitting is the use of analytical expressions to fit discrete data points. Linear fitting, as a common method in mathematical calculations, has been applied in architecture, physics, chemistry, and even artificial intelligence [28] .
By now, no predecessor has ever combined object detection, semantic segmentation and linear fitting in antenna parameter measurement. For the first time, this paper validated a fully automatic antenna parameter measurement method based on instance segmentation [29] [30] [31] , least squares, frame sequence analysis and UAV [32] [33] [34] [35] , which enjoys remarkable preciseness, rapid recognition and outstanding performance.
III. UAV-ANTENNA DATABASE
An antenna database named UAV-Antenna was established in order to improve the instance segmentation accuracy of mobile communication base station antenna and pixellevel antenna parameters quantization accuracy in different environments, for instance, low light situation, complex background and so forth. This antenna database consists of 19,715 images, captured with UAVs flying around various base stations. These images contain a training set of 19,496 images and a testing set of 219 images. Among them, the labels of testing set were manually adjusted by professional workers to be compared with the results obtained via the methods proposed in this paper.
A. DATA CAPTURING
In the data capturing phase, two UAVs were used to fly around the mobile communication base station with various background complexity in different time periods, for instance morning, noon and evening, and obtained video data of base station through HD cameras provided on UAVs. The flight parameters of UAVs are strictly controlled as follows:
(1) When UAV flying around the mobile communication base station, its flying height must be the same as the height of center position of antenna of communication base station to avoid inaccurate pixel-level quantization of antenna parameters due to the inconsistency of view. (2) The UAVs' flying radius was adjusted as 5 to 6 meters to ensure the appearance of the base station in the field of view and the visibility of antenna outline to improve the detection accuracy of the proposed method. (3) The angular velocity of the UAVs stands at 3 degree/s, ensuring every frame in the video clear enough to be detected. 
B. DATA PROCESSING
In the data processing phase, with the video data of communication base station collected during the data capturing phase, interval frame sampling process was conducted and ensured that each image obtained from the data capturing phase has at least one antenna that can be detected. The database consists of images from diverse base stations with various environments and background complexity to ensure the accuracy and universality of the optimal model. It turns out that 19,496 antenna images were sampled to form the training set of UAV-Antenna. Parts of training set images are shown in Figure 3 (better viewed in color).
C. DATA LABELING
Training set images were marked in data labeling stage. Specific steps are presented as follows: First and foremost, VGG Image Annotator was used to mark antenna outline on the front, side and front side of the antennas in each image, with name tag read ''antenna''. After all of the 19496 images had been marked, a json file suitable for training of Mask R-CNN was generated and placed in the training set to have the same path as training images.
IV. PROPOSED AUTOMATIC ANTENNA PARAMETERS MEASURING METHOD
Aiming to solve the drawbacks of traditional manual measurement of mobile communication base station antenna parameters, for instance low efficiency, high mortality and other measurement difficulties, this paper pioneered with an intelligent and fully automatic antenna measurement method using UAV system for mobile communication base station, which unites Mask R-CNN, linear fitting, frame sequence analysis and UAV to realize antenna parameters pixel-level measurement.
The following part proves to specify this method: above all, an antenna database named UAV-Antenna containing 19,715 communication base station images is constructed by image capturing with UAVs flying around various base stations. Secondly, Mask R-CNN is adopted to train an optimal instance segmentation model on UAV-Antenna database. Then, pixel coordinates and threshold are utilized for measuring antenna quantity and separate all antenna data for further measuring. Eventually, least squares method is employed for measuring antenna parameters. Experimental results show that the proposed method outperforms methods of measuring antenna parameters with practical hardware. Additionally, antenna parameters measured by our method share almost no difference from the manual measurement results, which complies with industry standards.
A. SEGMENTATION BASED ON MASK R-CNN
Mask R-CNN is the representative in instance segmentation. After inputting an image into the network, it can output an existing object with high quality mask which is generated for each instance. With the basic framework of Mask R-CNN displayed in Figure 4 , what can be seen is that it consists of three core groups: the backbone network, the full convolution network, and the region of interest alignment (ROI Align). The backbone network aims to achieve object detection and classification while the full convolution network, and the region of interest alignment (ROI Align). The backbone network aims to achieve object detection and classification while the full convolutional network is designed to add a mask to the detected object. As for ROI Align, it uses bilinear interpolation to replace traditional quantization operation to reduce error. 
1) BACKBONE NETWORK
Mask R-CNN refers to one of the basic algorithms for object detection, whose backbone network structure is shown in Figure 5 . The backbone network devotes to proposing pooling technology of region of interest (ROI) and region proposal network (RPN). RPN enhances detection accuracy while promoting the speed. The role of ROI pooling technique is to fix ROI on feature map to a specific size (7 × 7) by maximum pooling operation for subsequent classification and bounding box regression operations. However, since the location of pre-selected ROI is usually obtained by model regression, which is generally a floating-point number, ROI pooling technique possesses two processes of data quantification. After the above two quantization operations, there is a certain deviation between the quantified ROI and the original ROI, and this deviation will affect the accuracy of the object detection. RPN is used to distinguish and initially locate multiple ROI generated on feature map. It is robustly implemented in a full convolution manner, using the convolutional feature map returned by the underlying network as input, as well as a convolutional layer with n channels and a 3 × 3 convolution size and two parallel 1 × 1 convolution kernels, in which the quantity of channels n shows positive correlation with the number of anchors. At the same time, in the classification layer, the predicted values of the background and objects are outputs for each anchor.
2) FULLY CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORK (FCN)
FCN is a classic network in semantic segmentation, which can accurately segment objects in images. The network framework is manifested in Figure 6 which indicates an end-to-end network. FCN classifies images in pixel-to-pixel manner, thus solving the problem of image segmentation (semantic segmentation) at the semantic level. Varied from the classic CNN after convolutional layer using fully connected layer to obtain fixed-length feature vectors for classification (FC layer + softmax), FCN can accept input images of any size, using the deconvolution layer after last convolution layer to upsample the feature map of the last convolutional layer to restore it to the same size as the input image, so that a prediction can be generated for each pixel while preserving the spatial information in the original input image. Finally, pixel-by-pixel classification is performed on the upsampled feature map and the loss of softmax classification is calculated.
3) ROI ALIGN
Traditional detection framework makes use of ROI Pooling, which pools the corresponding area into a fixed-size feature map in the feature map according to the position coordinates of pre-selected frame for subsequent classification and bounding box regression operations. Since the position of the pre-selected box is usually generated by regression of model, it is generally a floating-point number. Unfortunately, the pooled feature map requires a fixed size. Therefore, the operation of ROI Pooling is equipped with two quantification processes. One is that candidate box boundaries are quantized to integer point coordinate values. The other is that quantized boundary regions are equally divided into k×k bins, and then the boundaries of each cell are quantized. However, after two quantifications, the candidate box has a certain error from the initial position, which affects the accuracy of detection or segmentation. ROI Alignment technique, instead of using the quantization operation in the pool of ROI, employs linear interpolation method whose main purpose is to avoid errors caused by quantization operations. The details of this process are expressed in Figure 7 . In order to obtain a stable size (7X7) feature map, ROI alignment technique uses a bilinear interpolation algorithm to process floating point numbers. Bilinear interpolation is a better image scaling algorithm, which fully utilizes four real pixel values around virtual point in the original image to jointly determine a pixel value in target image. This operation can make pixels in the original image and pixels in the feature map completely aligned, without deviation, which not only augments the accuracy of detection, but also facilitates instance segmentation.
B. LINEAR FITTING BASED ON LEAST SQUARES
Least squares method can find the best function match of unknown data by minimizing the sum of the squares of errors. In this paper, least squares method is introduced to optimize the coordinates of the leftmost and rightmost pixel points of the mask generated by Mask R-CNN, fitting curve and coefficient of the best performance, so as to improve the measurement accuracy of antenna parameters, for instance, down-tilt angle. But for the other parameters, the quantization of pixel-level mask can readily meet the need. For example, the area of antenna can be obtained by multiplying the width of antenna mask by the height, and the aspect ratio of antenna can be obtained by dividing the width of antenna mask by the height. Steps of measuring the down-tilt angle of the antenna by least square method are elaborated in the following part.
Let the expression of the line equation be,
The best a and b are obtained from the set of pixel points on the right edge of the mask antenna generated by the optimal model. For a couple of pixel point coordinates (x i , y i ) that satisfy the linear relationship, assumes that the error of the coordinate x i of the x-axis of the pixel is negligible. Then under the same x i , the error d i of y i and a + bx is as follows,
Due to the fact that optimal model trained by Mask R-CNN cannot reach the extent that all antennas can be detected, and the detected antennas cannot guarantee full padding during the process of adding mask, the set of pixels on the right edge of the mask is generally not in a straight line. In this way, it can be only considered d 1 
D finds the first-order partial derivative of a and b respectively,
Find the second-order partial derivative,
Obviously,
x 2 i ≥ 0, Satisfy the minimum condition, so setting the first-order partial derivative is 0.
Average value has been introduced,
Then getting the result,
The values of a and b are substituted into the linear equation y = a + b to obtain a linear regression equation. And calculate the antenna down-tilt angle according to the value of b, Let the antenna down-tilt angle ω r fitted by the set of pixels on the right edge of the mask. So, there is an equation related ω r ω r = arctan |b| (10) In order to reduce the error caused by fitting curve of the right edge pixel point, this paper introduces a set of pixels which are the left edge of the full side antenna mask. For the same reason, ω 1 is the down-tilt angle which can be obtained by the left edge pixels of the full side antenna mask.
Therefore, there is a mobile communication base station antenna down-tilt angle which can be expressed as ω
The process of the method which combined least squares and Mask R-CNN in antenna parameters measurement is presented in Figure 8 . The upper image is the curve fitted by all the edge pixels of the antenna mask while the bottom one is the curve fitted to the pixel edge on the right edge of the antenna mask.
C. AUTOMATIC FITTING AND MEASURING
Simultaneously, a fully automatic antenna parameters measurement system using UAV has been proposed which is described in Algorithm 1 and its performance exceeds the state-of-the-art methods. As what have mentioned, semiautomatic antenna parameters measurement is based on Mask R-CNN, least squares and UAVs. The difference between fully automatic method and semi-automatic method lies in that video framing, determining quantity of antennas, finding side antenna image and outputting their parameters. In this process, pixel coordinates and threshold are utilized for measuring antenna quantity and separate all antenna data thereby achieving fully automatic antenna parameters measurement. The automatic antenna parameters measuring algorithm details are shown as below. According to the requirements of UAVs flying antenna mentioned in Session 3.1, Firstly, a complete video of base station antenna taken by UAV is used as the input of the proposed method; Secondly, the video is framed according to the requirements of 15 frames per second and each frame of antenna image is saved together. Then, these original images are input to the optimal model which is trained Mask R-CNN on UAVAntenna, and its output images with antenna mask are shown in Figure 9 .
There is an analyze of antenna images with masks, assuming that the pixel coordinates of the same position of the similar position antenna do not exceed 50 pixel values in the two frames before and after, the two antennas can be considered as one same antenna. Conversely, two different antennas are recorded. Due to the dearth of training samples, the method proposed in this paper may mistake non-antenna objects as antennas, leading to false detection. In order to reduce the impact of the false detection, this paper sets the threshold of the effective frame sequence length at 400 which is the empirical value obtained after many experiments. When the antenna effective frame sequence length is greater than 400, the detected antenna is considered to be a real antenna; otherwise, a false detection caused by other objects in the background like buildings. The whole process is expressly demonstrated in Figure 10 . Motivated by the above advancement, data fitting is performed on antenna down-tilt angle, the area of antenna mask, and the aspect ratio of antenna mask to verify and separate the number of antennas in all output images which is shown in Figure 11 . At the same time, the parameters which include down-tilt, area, aspect ratio, direction angle (provided by the UAV) and GPS are displayed on our APP terminal interface of all antennas of the mobile communication base station. Figure 12 can be referred to the whole APP terminal interface.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER SETTING
The computer used in experiments is configured with Xeon E3 CPU, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080, and 64G memory. The experiments were carried out with ubuntu16.04 operating system, CUDA Toolkit 8.0, and Tensorflow framework. Specific distribution of UAV-Antenna is shown in Table 1 .
of antennas in the testing set were adjusted by professional workers.
B. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETER SETTING
In order to verify the accuracy of proposed antenna parameters measurement method, experiments were conducted on 
Algorithm 1 Antenna Parameters Automatic Measuring Input:
Video data A of base station through HD cameras provided on UAVs output:
The quantity n of antenna and the parameters p of each antenna Step1. Video data A is framed into testing set a at f frames per second, images in a are sorted in chronological order; Step2. Testing set a is tested by the optimal model trained by Mask R-CNN and generate visualize images; Step3. Output pixel coordinates of the upper right corner of all masked antennas, pixel interval x and threshold t are utilized to determine the quantity n of antenna; Step4. Find the image of the side of the antenna based on the image of the largest area of antenna, then output antenna down-tilt according to least squares method via equation (1)- (12); Step5. Output the quantity n of antenna and the parameters vector p, including down-tilt angle area, aspect ratio, direction angle of each antenna.
training set with 19,496 unlabeled images and tested on testing set with 219 labeled images. After experimental comparison, when learning rate was set at 0.001 and threshold was set at 0.85, the objects detection performed best. Under the premise that learning rate and threshold are unchanged, we conducted several experiments and defined detection accuracy, fitting accuracy and time via optimizing parameters such as epochs, training layers shown in Table 2 . Detection accuracy indicates detection rate of all antennas (except the back antenna) in testing set, while fitting accuracy represents ratio of antennas that match the industry standard to the detected antenna, and time is expressed as the time of detecting and fitting parameters (down-tilt angle, area, aspect ratio). By comparing time, detection accuracy and fitting accuracy, optimal model is spotted whose detection accuracy is 99.4%, fitting accuracy is 58.2% and time is 5.95s. By experiments, when epochs are set at 50 and layers are controlled at all, we can get the best experimental results in terms of detection accuracy, fitting accuracy and time. Hence, this paper selects this model with the best performance to measure antenna images at various angles in the test set. The results can be observed in Table 3 . Among them, the deviation angle is the absolute value of the measurement result and the actual angle. It can be known from the deviation angle that the accuracy of mobile communication base station antenna parameters measurement result of the optimal model ranks the top.
The widely used YOLOv3, Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN are compared on UAV-Antenna database. Table 4 shows their detection accuracy respectively. Data conclude that Mask R-CNN achieves the best results: 99.44%. Mask R-CNN has less localization error, indicating that Mask R-CNN can localize objects better in terms of antennas detection task. Thus, using Mask R-CNN to detect the antenna of mobile communication base station proves to be the best choice. Figure 2 is the test results of testing antenna images using the proposed method. The upper images are the original images, while the bottom images are the visualized images obtained from optimal model. The classification results of antennas and accuracy of bounding box are displayed in the visualization images.
VI. CONCLUSION
An intelligent and fully automatic antenna parameters measurement method is successfully proposed using UAVs for mobile communication base station. Our method emphasizes the united collaboration of Mask R-CNN, least squares, frame sequence analysis and UAV to fully automatically measure antenna parameters, skillfully realizing multi-field cooperation of software and hardware. It has been experimentally validated that the appropriate training strategies employed can achieve outstanding performance in fully automatic antenna parameters measurement. Compared with traditional method and the most advanced methods including YOLOv3 and faster R-CNN which have been trained and tested on UAV-Antenna database constructed by image capturing with the help of UAVs flying around various base stations in antenna parameter measurement, our method significantly excels in its features as low cost, low dependence on hardware methods and easiness in application. In addition, the innovated proposed method has filled the blank in the field of previous antenna parameters measurement methods using algorithms coupled with UAV. Simultaneously, it produces markedly superior measurement efficiency and satisfactory safety control.
It is believed that our method, apart from its standalone utility, provides a useful solution for mobile communication base station antenna parameters measurement. It stands an extraordinarily promising future for it is a constructive system which used CNN to detect antennas and measured its parameters in more complex scenarios or any other low-altitude object detection and parameters measurement in video simultaneously.
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